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Introduction
Rocks weather when they are exposed to the atmospheric agents. The progressive weathering of rocks causes the lowering of the
Earth surface, a process also called denudation. The weathering is a critical geological process since it is essential for the formation of
soils. In the Mediterranean region, the soil erosion is a serious problem that enhances desertification. An adequate environmental
planning is capable to reduce soil erosion risks, but still the recovering of soils depends largely on the natural capacity of a region to
produce weathered material to form soils.

Carbonates are relatively soluble rocks, and dissolution has an important role in their weathering. The term karst is used to refer to
regions composed of carbonate rocks, characterised by peculiar morphology and hydrology. The weathering style of karstified rocks is
particular, and its study requires specific techniques. Several methods have been described for the quantification of karst weathering,
and their results are often reported in units of denudation (i.e., surface lowering per unit of time). Since weathering is a slow geological
process, the accuracy of denudation rate measurements is difficult to validate. The application of different methods to a same region
often provides different results, which may differ in orders of magnitude. Although local factors can be important contributors to
explain the scatter of reported denudation rates, the different methods never have been calibrated together using the same boundary
conditions at one single location. As a consequence, at the moment there is no evaluation on the accuracy of available methods, and it
is uncertain if any particular method provides results significantly biased compared to other methods.

Fig. 1. Bedrock  sampling in Eagle cave, Spain. 
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Project KADEME
The aim of this project is to apply all possible methods that could be studied in
a single location to evaluate if their results replicate within their uncertainties.
Two sites will be studied in regions with Mediterranean climate: one with a
relatively shallow soil and another with a deeper soil profile.

The different context will allow evaluating if the conclusions are extrapolated
to different scenarios. The inter-comparison of denudation measuring methods
will allow for the first time the unequivocal identification of strengths and flaws
of the different methods. This is an important study to know the accuracy of
available methods for the study of denudation and the reliability of projection
reported denudation rates implemented into soil erosion and soil recovery
environmental plans. The impact of such base study will have a wide
interdisciplinary reach across earth science scientists and environmental
managers.

Methods
In order to quantify weathering and/or denudation rate of a certain carbonate area several different methodological approaches are
used.

• the exposure of rock tablets to the natural environment,
• the use of micro-erosion meters on rock surfaces,
• measuring the concentration of cosmogenic radionuclides on exposed rocks,
• measuring water hydrochemistry to infer amount of carbonates being dissolved

Objectives
The general objective of this project is to compare different methods used to measure/calculate
denudation rates in karst regions and to evaluate if the results obtained replicate each other.

• Implement different standard methods to measure denudation rates at two different locations (i.e.,
methods [1] rock tablets, [2] micro-erosion meter and [3] cosmogenic nuclides). Calculated denudation
rates and their uncertainties for the different scenarios considered (i.e., surface exposure and if
applicable soil covered).

• Implement the methods to calculate denudation rates at two different locations from hydrochemical
parameters (i.e., methods [4A] drip water solution load and [4B] potential soil weathering model).
These methods will require the development of hydrological and carbonate kinetic models specific to
each study site depending on observational data prior to the calculation of denudation rates and their
uncertainties.

• Compare the denudation rates obtained using the different methods, integrating the variability
associated to different years and different study sites. Use atmosphere and soil environmental
monitoring data to evaluate particular weathering processes that may explain observed differences.
Identify methods whose results may deviate substantially from those obtained by application of other
methods, and report strengths and flaws of every method.

• Characterize the properties of soil and bedrock of both study sites to evaluate the potential natural soil
production rate depending on the best estimate of karst denudation rate.

Fig. 2. Micro-erosion meter in Krka NP, Croatia. Fig. 3. Setting of instruments for collection of drip water 
for hydrochemical measurements in Eagle cave, Spain.

Fig. 4. Installed meteo station with precipitation 
collecting system in Krka NP, Croatia

Fig. 5. Decagon Em50 datalogger connected to 4  soil moisture 
probes (EC-5 and 5TE).

Fig. 7. System to measure CO2 in soil at two depths. 2 Vaisala 
GMP343 probes installed to Mi70 indicator.

Fig. 6. Setting of probes in 
soil profile.

Fig. 8. Measurment of water conductiviry using HOBO U24-001 and collection 
of drip water for hydrochemical measurements in Eagle cave, Spain.

Fig. 9. Soil sampling for analyses in Krka NP, Croatia.


